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Abstract
This paper develops a new semantics (the trace of a computation) that is used to study
intensional properties of primitive recursive algorithms. It gives a new proof of the “ultimate
obstination theorem” of L. Colson and extends it to the case when mutual recursion is permitted.
The ultimate obstination theorem fails when other data types (e.g. lists) are used. I de2ne another
property (the backtracking property) of the same nature but which is weaker than the ultimate
obstination. This property is proved for every primitive recursive algorithm using any kind of
data types. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In [3, 6] the denotational semantics of lazy integers is used to prove intensional
properties of primitive recursive algorithms. L. Colson proves the ultimate obstina-
tion theorem and T. Coquand gives a constructive proof of it. An important con-
sequence of the ultimate obstination theorem is that the inf of two integers cannot
be computed, by a primitive recursive algorithm, neither in the desired way (i.e. by
decrementing alternatively the two arguments), nor in the desired time complexity
(i.e. O(inf )).
I develop here a new semantics to study the intensional behaviour of algorithms.
The intuition is the following. Let N be the domain of lazy integers. An element e
of N can be seen as a partial function that lls some accessible cells (in the sense
of [2]) with the constructors S and 0. For example in e0 = S(0) the accessible cells
are the ones denoted by their address 0 and 1. The 2rst one is 2lled with S and the
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e0 =
cell number 0 1
constructor S 0
and e1 =
cell number 0 1 2
constructor S S
Fig. 1.
t0 =
cell number 0 1
constructor S 0
labelling x0 x1
t1 =
cell number 0
constructor 0
labelling y0
t2 = [[add]](t0; t1)=
cell number 0 1
constructor S 0
labelling x0 x1y0
t3 = [[add]](t1; t0)=
cell number 0 1
constructor S 0
labelling y0x0 x1
Fig. 2.
second with 0. In e1 = S2(⊥) the accessible cells are the ones denoted as 0; 1; 2. The
cells 0 and 1 are 2lled with S and the third one is unlled (see Fig. 1).
The set of traces is de2ned as follows. Let W be the set of (2nite or in2nite) words
on the alphabet {xn | n¿0; x is a letter}. A trace is a pair (e; ) where e∈N and 
is a labelling, i.e. a function from the accessible cells of e to W (see examples in
Fig. 2).
To each primitive recursive de2nition f we associate a function [[f]] from traces
to traces which “codes” the way f gets its result: The fact that the token xi occurs
in (n) intuitively means that the cell i of the element named x has been used to get
e(n).
An example is given in Fig. 2: De2ne add as usual by add(0; m)=m and add(Sn; m)
= S add(n; m).
• The trace t2 means that to get S the algorithm has used the cell 0 of t0 and to get
0 the algorithm has used 2rst the cell 1 of t0 and next the cell 0 of t1.
• The trace t3 means that to get S the algorithm has used 2rst the cell 0 of t1 and
next the cell 0 of t0 and to get 0 the algorithm has used the cell 1 of t0.
This is easily generalized to any data type. In this case, the cells are no more given
by integers but by their addresses (i.e. lists of integers) in the tree representing an
element of the data type. This notion of trace is related to the sequential algorithms
introduced by Berry and Curien [2] or [1, Chapter 14] as follows. In their terminology,
a sequential algorithm is a tree. Each branch of this tree corresponds to the computation
of the algorithm on particular arguments, that is exactly (with a slight variation on the
syntax and the terminology) what I call a trace.
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The main advantages of this approach are the following:
(1) There is a notion of modularity (see Theorem 34): If e is an element of N, let
e[x] be the trace (e; ) where (n)= xn for each n. Then, for t=(e; ′), [[f]](t)
is obtained by substituting xi with ′(i) in [[f]](e[x]).
(2) A single in2nite trace contains the information about each 2nite computation (see
Proposition 36). This will be extensively used in the forthcoming papers [7, 10].
(3) This notion allows to introduce new properties of computations: The backtracking
property (see below) cannot be expressed in the usual semantics.
(4) I believe it also makes the proofs easier and, at least, closer to the intuition. In
particular, the extension of Coquand’s constructive result to the case where mutual
recursion is allowed would probably be impossible without the notion of trace.
Say that a trace (e; ) is ultimately obstinate if, in the word obtained by concatenating
the words (n), there is at most one letter which occurs with unbounded indexes. The
intuitive meaning is that, if the trace represents an in2nite computation, at most one
argument may be used entirely. The ultimate obstination theorem follows immediately
from the fact (see Theorem 13) that, if t1; : : : ; tn are ultimately obstinate, then so is
[[f]](t1; : : : ; tn). The main argument in its proof is that, when the 2rst S in an in2nite
sequence of S is removed, we get the same sequence. This is of course no more true,
e.g. for in2nite sequences of booleans and thus, the theorem fails when other data types
may be used.
Say that the letter x backtracks in the word w if, for n large enough, xn occurs
in2nitely many times in w. This intuively means that the argument denoted by x may
not be “garbage-collected” in the computation represented by w. Say that a trace t
has the backtracking property if the following holds for any branch b in t (a branch
in t is the usual notion on the underlying element): let w be the word obtained by
concatenating the words along b. There is at most one letter x such that: x occurs with
unbounded indexes and x does not backtrack. When t represents the computation of an
algorithm, this intuitively means that, in the computation of the branch b of the result,
at most one argument can be memorized (recall that being ultimately obstinate means
at most one argument can be used). I prove (see Theorem 16) that if t1; : : : ; tn have
the backtracking property, then so does [[f]](t1; : : : ; tn).
The ultimate obstination theorem is a result about intensionality but it has a conse-
quence in terms of complexity. I believe this is a kind of chance. I introduced (and
proved) the backtracking property because it was thought that such a property would
give O(inf 2) as a lower bound for the time complexity of the inf function but it does
not: see the algorithm given in [8]. I thus have no application of this result in terms
of complexity (see Section 6 for a discussion about this point). However the notion
of trace allows to prove some other results. In a forthcoming paper [7] I will extend
Coquand’s constructive result to the case when mutual recursion is allowed. In an-
other paper, in preparation with Valarcher [10], we will use the traces to answer open
questions in his thesis [18].
Warning A primitive recursive de2nition becomes an algorithm only when a strategy
of reduction is given. Even if the strategy does not appear explicitly in this paper, it is
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hidden in the de2nition of [[f]] (see Proposition 9) and corresponds to call by name.
Fredholm [12, 13] shows that, in call by value, the inf function cannot be computed
in time O(inf ) even when lists or mutual recursion is allowed. Note that, in this
case, the problems are, at least intuitively, much easier since, when an argument is
used, the computation time is, by de2nition of call by value, at least the value of this
argument.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the main de2nitions and results of
the paper. In Section 3, I prove the main properties of traces, in particular Theorem 34
about substitutions. Sections 4 and 5 give the proofs of the preservation of the ultimate
obstination (as well as its consequences in terms of complexity) and of the backtracking
property. Section 6 gives some open questions.
2. Denitions
2.1. Primitive recursive algorithms
Notation. A data type is given by a list of typed constructors. Let cf :D1×· · ·×Dn→D
be a constructor of D (n is called the arity of cf ). Then:
1. The Dj are either D or previously de2ned data types.
2. If Dj =D, then j is called a recursive argument of cf.
3. cf is recursive if Dj =D for some j.
4. cf is terminal if n=0.
Note that, in order to be non-empty, a data type must have at least one non-recursive
constructor.
Example. 1. The data type of integers is given by N = {0 :N; S :N →N}. 0 is terminal
and S is recursive.
2. The data type of lists of type N is given by L= {nil :L; cons :N × L→L}. cons
has a recursive and a non-recursive argument.
3. The data type of sequences of 0 and 1 is given by D= {nil :D; s0 :D→D; s1 :
D→D}.
Denition 1. 1. The sets of n-ary typed prc (primitive recursive combinators) are de-
2ned, as usual, as the least sets containing the projections, the constructors and which
are closed under composition and primitive recursion.
2. Primitive recursion is de2ned as follows (I will assume, without loss of generality,
that the recursion always is on the 2rst argument of the prc). There is one equation for
each constructor cf of the data type of the 2rst argument. Assume cf has p arguments
and (for simplicity of notation), the recursive arguments of cf are {j | 16j6m}. Note
that p or m may be 0. Then, the recursive equation for cf is (h is a previously de2ned
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prc associated to cf):
f(cf(x1; : : : ; xp); y˜) = h(f(x1; y˜); : : : ; f(xm; y˜); x1; : : : ; xp; y˜):
Example. 1. The addition is de2ned, as usual, by: add(0; n)= n and add(Sm; n)= S add
(m; n).
2. The sum of the elements of a list of integers is de2ned by: sum(nil)= 0 and
sum(cons(n; l))= add(n; sum(l)).
3. The number of 0 in a list of 0 and 1 is de2ned by: nb(nil)= 0, nb(s0(l))= S nb(l),
nb(s1(l))= nb(l).
Remark
In Section 3 we will also allow the de2nition of k functions by mutual recursion (for
an arbitrary k). For example: even(0)= true and odd(0)= false. even(Sx)= odd(x) and
odd(Sx)= even(x).
2.2. The trace
In the rest of the paper I will adopt the following conventions (words, traces; : : : are
de2ned in this section):
Symbols Range over Symbols Range over
i; j; k; m; n; p; q Integers u; v; w Words
e Elements of a data type r; s; t; "; #; $ Traces
x; y; z; X Letters f; g; h prc
a; b; c; d; (; ) Addresses or addressing branches
Denition 2. 1. An address is a 2nite list of positive integers. The empty list is denoted
by *.
2. If a; a′ are addresses, a6a′ means that a is an initial segment of a′.
3. lg(a) represents the length of a and thus, if lg(a)= n, a may be written as
[a(0); : : : ; a(n− 1)].
4. If a is a (2nite or in2nite) list of integers of length at least m, a ↑m is the pre2x
of length m of a, i.e. a ↑m= [a(0); : : : ; a(m− 1)].
5. If a is an address and p an integer, a+p denotes the list obtained by concatenating
p at the end of a.
Comment and examples. An address corresponds to a cell in [2]. [0; 1] + 3= [0; 1; 3].
Denition 3. Let D be a data type.
1. An element e of D is a partial function from a pre2x closed set of addresses (denoted
by dom(e)) satisfying the following conditions:
(a) If *∈ dom(e) then e(*) is a constructor of D.
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(b) If a + p∈ dom(e); e(a)= cf and cf :D′1 × · · · × D′n→D′ then 16p6n and
e(a+ p) is a constructor of D′p.
2. Let e be an element of D and a be an address. De2ne the accessibility of a in e
by the following rules:
(a) * is accessible in e.
(b) a+ p is accessible in e iK a∈ dom(e) and 16p6arity(e(a)).
3. Let e be an element of D. Denote by Acc(e) the set of addresses that are accessible
in e.
4. An element e is 2nite iK dom(e) is 2nite.
5. Let e; e′ be elements of D. e6e′ means: dom(e)⊂ dom(e′) and for all a∈ dom(e),
e(a)= e′(a).
6. An address a is maximal in an element e if a∈Acc(e) and no proper extension of
a is in dom(e).
Comment and examples. 1. It is easy to see that D is a domain.
2. Usually, an element of a data type is a nite tree whose nodes are 2lled with
constructors. Here an element again is a tree but:
• the tree may have in2nite branches. In2nite branches may be seen as “streams”.
• its leaves may be un2lled.
a∈ dom(e) and cf= e(a) means that the cell of address a is lled with the constructor
cf. An unlled cell a (i.e. a∈Acc(e)−dom(e)) corresponds to a lack of information for
the content of the cell. The correspondence with, in particular, [2] is the following: I call
here accessible (respectively un2lled) what they call enabled (respectively accessible).
3. a is maximal in e if it is accessible in e and either a is un2lled in e or it is 2lled
with a terminal constructor.
4. In the data type of integers the elements are the following (I will write: 10 = *
and 1i = [1; : : : ; 1]︸ ︷︷ ︸i):
• Sn(0) stands for: {(1i ; S) | 06i ¡ n}∪ {(1n; 0)}.
• Sn(⊥) stands for: {(1i ; S) | 06i ¡ n}. Note that here the address 1n is accessible.
• S! stands for: {(1i ; S) | 06i}.
5. In the data type of lists of type N , the lists e0 = [0; 1], e1 = [0; 0; : : :] (the in2nite
list) and e2 = cons(0;⊥), are given in Fig. 3. In e2 the address [2] is accessible but
[2] =∈ dom(e2) and is, as usual, labelled by ⊥.
Denition 4. 1. Let . = {xa | x is a letter and a is an address}. The elements of .
are called tokens.
2. A word is a 2nite (possibly empty) or in2nite sequence of tokens. The set of
words is thus W =.∗ ∪.!. The empty word is denoted by ∅.
3. Let u; u′ be words. u6u′ means that u is a pre2x of u′ and u ↑p denotes, for
p6 lg(u), the pre2x of u of length p.
4. u + u′ is the result of concatenating u′ at the end of u. When u is in2nite, this
is just u again. More generally, if (uk) is a (2nite or in2nite) sequence of words
u0 + u1 + · · · will be denoted by
∑
uk .
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accessible addresses corresponding constructors
e0
* [2] [2; 2]
[1] [2; 1]
[2; 1; 1]
cons cons nil
0 S
0
e1
* [2] : : : [2; : : : ; 2] : : :
[1] [2; 1] : : : [2; : : : ; 2; 1] : : :
cons cons : : : cons : : :
0 0 : : : 0 : : :
e2
* [2]
[1]
cons
0
Fig. 3.
Abbreviation. In this paper, when x corresponds to an element of N , I will write xi
instead of x1i .
Denition 5. 1. A trace over the data type D is a pair (e; ) where e is an element of
D and  is a labelling function  :Acc(e)→W such that: ∀a∈ dom(e), (a)∈.∗.
2. A trace (e; ) is 2nite if e is 2nite and all labels are 2nite, i.e. rge()⊂.∗.
3. The ordering on traces is given by: (e; )6(e′; ′) iK e6e′ and ∀a∈Acc(e)(a)6
′(a) and ∀a∈ dom(e)(a)= ′(a).
4. The set of traces over D is denoted by T (D). A trace is a trace over some data
type. The set of traces is denoted by T .
5. The set of 2nite traces over D is denoted by Tf(D). The set of 2nite traces is
denoted by Tf.
6. Let e be an element of D and x be a letter. The trace (e; ) where (a)= xa for
all a∈Acc(e) will be denoted as e[x]. A trace as e[x] is called an element named x.
7. Let t=(e; ) be a trace. e is called the value of t and is denoted by Val(t):  is
called the labelling of t and is denoted by lab(t):
Comment and notations. 1. The labelling of a cell intuitively codes the part of the
computation that has been made to get the content of this cell. This computation has
to be 2nite if the constructor is eventually found (i.e. if the cell is 2lled). Otherwise
it may be in2nite.
2. Let t=(e; ) be a trace. By extending the function e for a∈ Acc(e) − dom(e)
by e(a)=⊥ one may consider that a trace is a tree whose nodes are labelled by a
pair: the 2rst element is either a constructor or ⊥ and the second element is a word.
A trace t has thus one of the two shapes.
(a) A single accessible address (the empty sequence) which is un2lled and la-
belled with the word w∈W: This will be denoted as: t=(⊥; w):
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(b) A tree whose root is (c; w); where c is an n-ary constructor, w∈.∗ and each
of the n sons is another tree. This will be denoted as: t= 〈(c; w) t1; : : : ; tn〉:
This case has a degenerate situation when c is terminal. Then, the only
accessible address is * and we simply write: t=(c; w):
3. The named elements of N are (since the tree has only one branch, I do not write
the “〈“ and “〉”):
Sn(0)[x] = (S; x0)(S; x1) : : : (S; xn−1)(0; xn);
Sn(⊥)[x] = (S; x0)(S; x1) : : : (S; xn−1)(⊥; xn);
S![x] = (S; x0)(S; x1) : : : (S; xn) : : : :
4. Let t=(e; ) be a trace. Acc(t) will denote Acc(e).
5. We often will have to “choose fresh letters” and for that it could be useful to
ensure that the alphabet (i.e. the set of letters occurring in the tokens) of a trace is
2nite. Since this introduces only inessential problems, I will not care here about this.
Proposition 6. T (D) with its ordering forms a domain. In particular:
1. Every trace is a least upper bound (denoted by Sup) of an increasing sequence of
nite traces.
2. Every increasing sequence has a Sup.
Proof. Immediate.
A primitive recursive de2nition f induces a function on the domain associated to the
corresponding data type. Proposition 9 shows that it also induces a function (denoted
by [[f]]) on the corresponding traces. It is the study of this function that will allow
to understand the intensional behaviour of f:
Denition 7. Let t =(e; ) be a trace and w be a 2nite word. w+ t is the trace (e; ′)
de2ned by: ′(*)=w + (*) and ′(a)= (a) for a = *:
Comment and examples. w + t is obtained by prepending w to the word at the root
of t. y0 + S(0)[x] = (S; y0 x0) (0; x1).
Denition 8. Let f be a function from Tn to T:
1. f is increasing if for all tj6t′j, f(t1; : : : ; tk)6f(t
′
1; : : : ; t
′
k):
2. f is continuous if it is increasing and preserves the Sup of increasing sequences.
Proposition 9. Every prc f from D1× · · · ×Dn to D induces (in a unique way) a
continuous function (denoted by [[f]]) from T (D1)× · · · ×T (Dn) to T (D) such that:
• If f is the ith projection then [[f]](t1; : : : ; tn)= ti.
• If f is the n-ary constructor cf then [[f]](t1; : : : ; tn)= 〈(cf ; ∅) t1; : : : ; tn〉.
• If f= g(h1; : : : ; hk) then [[f]](t1; : : : ; tn)= [[g]](r1; : : : ; rk); where rj = [[hj]](t1; : : : ; tn).
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• If f is dened by recursion then [[f]](t; s˜)
– (⊥; w) if t=(⊥; w):
– w + [[h]]($1; : : : ; $m; r1; : : : ; rp; s˜) if t= 〈(cf; w) r1; : : : ; rp〉; $j = [[f]](rj; s˜) and the
recursive equation concerning the constructor cf is f(cf (x1; : : : ; xp); y˜)= h(f
(x1; y˜); : : : ; f(xm; y˜); x1; : : : ; xp; y˜):
Proof. First note that, when f is de2ned by recursion, the case t=(c; w) is a degen-
erate special instance of the second clause. [[f]] is de2ned by induction on f. The
only non-trivial case is when f is de2ned by recursion. It is clear that the desired
property de2nes [[f]] (by induction on the size of Val(t)) on Tf ×Tn−1 and that (on
Tf ×Tn−1) [[f]] is continuous. Otherwise, de2ne [[f]](t; s˜) as follows: Let ($k) be an
increasing sequence of 2nite traces such that t=Sup $k . Since the sequence [[f]]($k ; s˜)
is increasing we may de2ne [[f]](t; s˜) as Sup [[f]]($k ; s˜). It is easy to check, because
[[f]] is increasing on Tf ×Tn−1, that this de2nition does not depend on the chosen
sequence and that [[f]] satis2es the desired properties. The uniqueness for Tf (and
thus, by continuity, for T ) is clear.
Example.
[[add]](S(0)[x]; S![y]) = x0 + [[S]]([[add]]((0; x1); S![y]))
= x0 + (S; ∅)[[add]]((0; x1); S![y])
= (S; x0)[[add]]((0; x1); S![y])
= (S; x0)(x1 + S![y])
= (S; x0) (S; x1y0) (S; y1) (S; y2) · · ·
1: [[add]](S(0)[x]; S2(⊥)[y]) = x0 + (S; ∅) [[add]]((0; x1); S2(⊥)[y])
= (S; x0) (x1 + S2(⊥)[y])
= (S; x0) (S; x1y0) (S; y1) (⊥; y2)
[[add]](S2(⊥)[y]; S(0)[x]) = y0 + (S; ∅) [[add]]((S; y1) (⊥; y2); S(0)[x])
= (S; y0) y1 + (S; ∅)[[add]]((⊥; y2); S(0)[x])
= (S; y0) (S; y1) (⊥; y2)
2. The “usual” algorithm for the function inf is de2ned by:
pred(0)= 0 and pred(Sn)= n:
dif(0; m)=m and dif(Sn; m)=pred(dif(n; m)).
test(0; p; q)=p and test(Sn; p; q)= q
inf(n; m)= test(dif(n; m); m; n).
Claim [[inf ]](S![x]; S![y])= (⊥;∑k¿0 xk).
Proof. The following facts are easily veri2ed:
• [[pred]](⊥; w)= (⊥; w): [[pred]](0; w)= (0; w): [[pred]]((S; w) t)=w + t.
• [[dif ]]((⊥; w); t′)= (⊥; w): [[dif ]]((0; w); t′)=w+t′: [[dif ]]((S; w) t; t′)=w+[[pred]]
([[dif ]](t; t′)).
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• [[dif ]](Sn(⊥)[x]; Sw[y])= (⊥;∑k6n xk) (immediate induction).
• [[dif ]](S![x]; Sw[y])= (⊥;∑k¿0 xk) (by continuity).
• [[inf ]](S![x]; S![y])= [[test]]((⊥;∑k¿0 wk); S![x]; Sw[y])= (⊥;
∑
k¿0 wk):
3. Colson introduces (see [4]) an algorithm, called inf with lists, to compute the inf
of two integers in time inf(n; m)2. This algorithm is de2ned as follows:
incr(nil)= nil and incr(cons(n; l))= cons(Sn; incr(l)):
L(0)= nil and L(Sn)= cons(0; incr(L(n)):
v(n; m; p; q)= test(dif(m; n); p; q).
h(nil; m)= 0 and h(cons(n; l); m)= v(n; m; S h(l; m); 0).
inf with lists(n; m)= h(L(n); m).
Claim [[inf with lists]](S![x]; S![y])= (⊥;∑k¿0 wk) where wk = xk +
∑
i6k yi:
Proof. Let ai = [2; : : : ; 2]︸ ︷︷ ︸i and bi;p= [2; : : : ; 2︸ ︷︷ ︸i ; 1; : : : ; 1︸ ︷︷ ︸p]: The result follows easily from
the following facts. L(Sn(0))= [0; S(0); : : : ; Sn(0)]. L(Sn(0)[x])= (L(Sn(0); n) where
n(ai)= xi for i6 n and n(bi;p)= ∅ for i6n and p6i:
4. I introduced another algorithm Good inf (see [8]), also using lists, that computes
the inf of two integers in time O(inf). This algorithm satis2es
[[Good inf ]](S![x]; S![y])=
(
⊥; ∑
k¿0
wk
)
where wk = xk +
∑
i62k
xi +
∑
i62k
yi:
Denition 10. Let t=(e; ) be a trace.
1. An addressing branch for t is a maximal path through the tree representing t, i.e. it
is either a maximal address in t or a function a from N to N∗ (the set of positive
integers) such that for every m; a ↑m∈ dom(e).
2. Let a be an addressing branch for t. Br(t; a) is the word built by concatenating the
labels along the path, i.e. Br(t; a)=
∑
k6lg(a) (a ↑ k):
3. A branch in t is a word of the form Br(t; a) for some addressing branch a.
Examples. A trace over N has only one branch. For example the branch of S![x] is∑
k¿0 xk :
2. Let t be the list [0; S0; SS0; : : :]. The branches of t[x] are
• For each k, the branch wk corresponding to the kth element of the list: wk =∑
i6k xai +
∑
i6k xbk; i where ai = [2; 2; : : : ; 2]︸ ︷︷ ︸i and bk; i = [2; 2; : : : ; 2︸ ︷︷ ︸k ; 1; : : : ; 1︸ ︷︷ ︸i]• The branch corresponding to the list itself: w= ∑i¿0 xai
In the proofs of Theorems 13 and 16, I will need the following notion of limit.
Denition 11. 1. Let (wn) be a sequence of words. I will write w=Lim (wn) if the
following holds: ∀p ∃n0 ∀n¿n0 w ↑p=wn ↑p:
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2. Let (tn) be a sequence of traces. I will write t=Lim (tn) if:
(a) For each n; Val(tn)=Val(t):
(b) For each branch b of t; Lim(Br(tn; b))=Br(t; b):
Remark. 1. Note that, for the limit of traces, the 2rst condition is very strong and, in
particular, t=Sup tn does not imply t=Lim(tn): the second condition is satis2ed but
the 2rst one is not. It would be easy to de2ne a weaker notion of limit to ensure that
t=Sup tn implies t=Lim(tn) but I do not need it in this paper.
2. In the de2nition of the limit of a sequence of traces, the convergence actually
is uniform with respect to the branches: n0 depends only on p and does not depend
on the chosen branch. This simply comes from the fact that, for a given length, t has
only a 2nite number of nodes.
2.3. The ultimate obstination
In this section I am only concerned with the data type N . Recall I write xi instead
of x1i :
Denition 12. 1. Let t be a trace. A letter x is unbounded (respectively bounded), in
t if {j=xj occurs in the branch of t} is in2nite (respectively 2nite).
2. A trace over N is ultimately obstinate if it has at most one unbounded letter.
Example. Every named element over N is ultimately obstinate but (⊥;∑k¿0 xk yk) is
not.
Theorem 13. Let f be a prc and t1; : : : ; tn be ultimately obstinate traces. Then
[[f]](t1; : : : ; tn) also is ultimately obstinate.
Corollary 14. 1. Let f be a prc and t1; : : : ; tn be named elements. Then [[f]](t1; : : : ; tn)
is ultimately obstinate.
2. There is no prc f such that [[f]](S![x]; S![y])= (⊥; w+∑k¿n xk yk) where w
is a nite word.
Clause (2) of the corollary means that there is no way to make a computation which
ultimately alternates between two arguments.
2.4. The backtracking property
In this section we come back to the general case with all possible data types. The
ultimate obstination intuitively means that, in a computation, at most one in2nite argu-
ment may be used entirely. The backtracking property intuitively means that, among
the in2nite branches of all the arguments at most one may be memorized.
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Denition 15. 1. Let w be a word, a be a function from N to N ∗ and x be a letter.
• x is a-unbounded (respectively, a-bounded) in w if {n=xa ↑ n occurs in w} is in2nite
(respectively, 2nite).
• x is a-backtracking (abbreviated as a-BT) in w if for every n large enough, xa ↑ n
occurs in2nitely many times in w.
• (x; a) is a BT-counterexample for w if x is a-unbounded but not a-BT in w.
• w has the backtracking property (abbreviated as BTP) if there is at most one
BT-counterexample for w.
2. Let t be a trace. t has the BTP if every branch in t has the BTP.
Comment and examples. 1. x is unbounded in the sense of the De2nition 12 is the
particular case of being a-unbounded with a=1!:
2. Every named element has the BTP.
In Examples 3 and 4 below, I again write xn instead of x1n .
3. Let w=
∑
k¿0 xk yk . Then, w has not the BTP because (x; 1
!) and (y; 1!) are
BT-counterexamples.
4. Let w=
∑
k¿0 wk where wk = xk y0 y1 : : : yk . Then, w has the BTP because (x; 1
!)
is the only BT-counterexample.
5. Let w=
∑
k¿0 xak xbk where ak =1
k and bk =2k (w could be a computation using
as argument e[x] where e is the list [S!; 0; 0; : : : ; 0; : : :]: Note that e has two in2nite
branches). Since (x; 1!) and (x; 2!) are BT-counterexamples, w has not the BTP .
Theorem 16. Let f be a prc and t1; : : : ; tn be traces that have the BTP. Then [[f]]
(t1; : : : ; tn) has the BTP.
Corollary 17. 1. Let f be a prc and t1; : : : ; tn be named elements. Then [[f]](t1; : : : ; tn)
has the BTP.
2. There is no prc such that [[f]](S![x]; (S![y])= (⊥; w+∑k¿n xk yk) where w is
a nite word.
3. Some useful properties of traces
In this section, I prove that various properties of traces are preserved by [[f]] for
every prc f: This is used in Sections 4 and 5. I also prove the following key property
(see Theorem 34): To compute [[f]](t) it is enough to compute [[f]](e[x]) where
x is a fresh letter and e=Val(t) and then substitute in the result each xa by (a)
where  is the labelling function of t: This implies, in particular, that, in the proofs of
Theorems 13 and 16, we may assume that the arguments are named elements.
3.1. Finiteness
Proposition 18. Let f be a prc and t1; : : : ; tn be nite traces. Then [[f]](t1; : : : ; tn) also
is nite.
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Proof. By an immediate induction on f and, when f is de2ned by recursion, by
induction on the 2rst argument.
3.2. Restrictions
The notion of restriction as de2ned below plays somehow the role of the sequentiality
index of [3].
Denition 19. 1. Let w be a word. w ↓ xa=w if xa does not occur in w and otherwise
w′ + xa where w′ is the longest pre2x of w that does not contain an occurrence of xa:
2. Let t be a trace. t ↓ xa is de2ned by: (⊥; w) ↓ xa=(⊥; w ↓ xa).
〈(c; w) t1:::tn〉 ↓ xa= (⊥; w ↓ xa) if xa occurs in w and otherwise 〈(c; w) t1 ↓ xa; : : : ;
tn ↓ xa〉:
Comment and examples. 1. w ↓ xa is the word obtained by truncating w after the 2rst
occurrence (if any) of xa: t ↓ xa is the trace obtained by truncating each branch at the
2rst node where xa occurs.
2. S![x] ↓ xn= Sn(⊥)[x]:
Lemma 20. 1: Let w be a word and t be a trace. Then (w+ t) ↓ xa=(⊥; w ↓ xa) if xa
occurs in w and w + (t ↓ xa) otherwise.
2: Let (tk) be an increasing sequence of traces. Then Sup (tk) ↓ xa=Sup(tk ↓ xa):
Proof. Immediate.
Proposition 21. Let f be a prc; x be a letter; a be an address and t1; : : : ; tn be traces.
Then [[f]](t1; : : : ; tn) ↓ xa= [[f]](t1 ↓ xa; : : : ; tn ↓ xa)
Proof. By induction on f. The only non-trivial case is when f is de2ned by recursion.
For the simplicity of notations let t be the 2rst argument and s˜ be the sequence of
parameters.
1. When Val(t) is 2nite, the result is proved by induction on Val(t): For t=(⊥; w)
the result is clear. Otherwise it follows immediately from the induction hypothesis and
Lemma 20(1).
2. Otherwise, the result follows by continuity (use Lemma 20(2)): Let (rk) be an
increasing sequence of 2nite traces such that t=Sup rk . Then
[[f]](t ↓ xa; s˜ ↓ xa) = [[f]](Sup(rk) ↓ xa; s˜ ↓ xa)
= [[f]](Sup(rk ↓ xa); s˜ ↓ xa)
= Sup([[f]](rk ↓ xa; s˜ ↓ xa))
= Sup([[f]](rk ; s˜) ↓ xa)
= Sup([[f]](rk ; s˜) ↓ xa)
= [[f]](t; s˜) ↓ xa:
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3.3. Regularity
The regularity intuitively means that, in a computation, a cell may not be accessed
before the previous cells have been accessed.
Denition 22. 1. Let w be a word. A letter x is regular in w if for all addresses a6a′
such that xa′ occurs in w; xa also occurs in w and the 2rst occurrence of xa is earlier
than the 2rst occurrence of xa′ :
2. Let t be a trace. A letter is regular in t if it is regular in each branch of t.
3. A word w (respectively a trace t) is regular if every letter is regular in w
(respectively in t).
Comment and examples.
• Regularity is called safety in [2].
• x is regular in e[x] for every element e. x is not regular neither in x[1] x* nor in
x* x[1;1]:
Proposition 23. A letter x is regular in a trace t i= it is regular in each nite
approximation of t; i.e. in each nite t′6t.
Proof. Immediate.
Proposition 24. Let f be a prc and t1; : : : ; tn be traces.
1. Assume that a letter x is regular in each of the ti; then x also is regular in
[[f]](t1; : : : ; tn).
2. Assume that each of the ti is regular; then [[f]](t1; : : : ; tn) also is regular.
Proof. (2) follows immediately from (1) which is proved by induction on f. By
Proposition 23 and the continuity of [[f]], it is enough to prove the result for 2nite
traces. The only non-trivial case is when f is de2ned by recursion. For the simplicity
of notations let t be the 2rst argument and s˜ be the sequence of parameters. The result
is proved by induction on the size of Val(t).
If t=(⊥; w) the result is clear. Otherwise, let t= 〈(c; w) r1 : : : rp〉. [[f]](t; s˜)=w +
[[h]]([[f]](r1; s˜); : : : ; [[f]](rm; s˜); r1; : : : ; rp; s˜): We cannot use immediately the induction
hypothesis because x is not necessarily regular in r1; : : : ; rm: For example S![x] = 〈(S;
x0) r1〉 and x is not regular in r1 = 〈(S; x1) : : :〉: We thus have to change the name of
x and make a “lift” on the addresses to make the ri regular. Let y; z be fresh letters.
Get s˜ ′ from s˜ by replacing xa by ya for each a:
For j∈ [1; : : : ; m], get r′j from rj in the following way: Assume xa occurs in rj and
lg(a) ¿q where q is the largest number such that xa↑q occurs in w, then replace xa
by za′ where a′= [a(q); : : : ; a(lg(a)− 1)].
It is clear that y and z are regular in s˜ ′; r′1; : : : ; r
′
m. By induction hypothesis (since
Val(rj)¡Val(t)) y and z are regular in t′j = [[f]](r
′
j; s˜
′) for j∈ [1; : : : ; m]: Thus, by
induction hypothesis, x; y and z are regular in [[h]](t′1; : : : ; t
′
m; r1; : : : ; rp; s˜): It is then
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easy to check (by replacing the letters the other way round, i.e. by replacing ya by xa
and za′ by xa) that x is regular in [[f]](t; s˜):
Note that the induction hypothesis has been used with a simultaneous substitution
of several letters and the proposition is stated : : : only for one letter. The general case
is of course the same but the notations would be more complicated.
3.4. Compatibility
When t represents a computation, x is compatible with s means that t may be seen
as a computation using an argument e[x] where e=Val(s); i.e. the “use” of x in t
is compatible with e: The intuition for the clause (3) in the de2nition below is the
following: if an address a is un2lled in s (this means a lack of information) and the
information at this address is needed in a computation (this means that xa occurs),
then the computation has to stop.
Denition 25. Let s; t be traces. A letter x is compatible with s in t if
1. x is regular in t.
2. If xa occurs in t (i.e. xa occurs in some branch of t), then a∈Acc(s).
3. If a is un2lled in s, then t= t ↓ xa.
Comment and examples. 1. Note that x is compatible with s in t iK the following
conditions are satis2ed for every branch w=Br(t; b):
• x is regular in w.
• If xa occurs in w, then a∈Acc(s).
• If xa occurs in w then b is 2nite (and thus b∈Acc(t)), un2lled in t and xa occurs
only in w as the 2nal token of (b) (where = lab(t)).
2. Let t=(e; ): Then x is compatible with t in e[x]:
3. Let t=(⊥;∑k¿0 xk): Then x compatible with (S!; ) in t but x is not compatible
with (Sn(0); ) in t for any n:
4. x is not compatible with s=(0; ) in t=(⊥; x*x[1]) because [1] =∈Acc(s): x is not
compatible with s=(S(⊥); ) neither in t=(0; x*x[1]) nor in t′=(⊥; x0x[1]x[1]) because
t = t ↓ x[1] and t′ = t′ ↓ x[1].
Proposition 26. Let e be an element; 1 and 2 be labelling functions for e. A letter
x is compatible with (e; 1) in t i= x is compatible with (e; 2) in t.
Proof. Immediate.
Proposition 27. 1: x is compatible with s in t i= x is compatible with s in every nite
approximation of t.
2: Let (tk); (sk) be increasing sequences of traces. Let t=Sup tk and s=Sup sk .
Assume that; for each k; x is compatible with sk in tk . Then x is compatible with s
in t.
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Proof. (1) is immediate. (2) Let w=Br(t; b) be a branch in t and bk =Sup{b′=b′6b
and b′ ∈Acc(tk)}: It is clear that bk is an addressing branch in tk and w=Supwk
where wk =Br(tk ; bk). The regularity of each letter in w follows immediately. Assume
xa occurs in w: Then, for some k; it occurs in wk . Thus a is accessible in sk and
then in s. Assume that a is un2lled in s. Then, for some k0; a is un2lled in sk for
each k¿k0. Since x is compatible with sk in tk ; tk = tk ↓ xa. Thus, by Lemma 20,
t= t ↓ xa:
Proposition 28. Assume x is compatible with s in each of the t1; : : : ; tn and f is a
prc. Then x is compatible with s in [[f]](t1; : : : ; tn):
Proof. By induction on f: The only non-trivial case is when f is de2ned by recursion.
For the simplicity of notations let t be the 2rst argument and "˜ be the sequence of
parameters. The regularity of x has been proved in Proposition 24. The other conditions
are proved as follows:
1. Assume 2rst t is 2nite. Clauses (2) and (3) in De2nition 25 are proved by induction
on Val(t):
For t=(⊥; w); this is clear. Otherwise, assume t= 〈(c; w)r1; : : : ; rp〉: Then [[f]]
(t; "˜)=w + [[h]]([[f]](r1; "˜); : : : ; [[f]](rm; "˜); r1; : : : ; rp; "˜):
• Assume xa occurs in w: Since x is compatible with s in t; clearly a∈Acc(s): The
cell a may not be un2lled in s; because otherwise clause (3) in De2nition 25 (for
the compatibility of x with s in t) would imply t=(⊥; w):
• Otherwise the result follows immediately from the induction hypothesis and
Proposition 21.
2. Otherwise, the result follows from Proposition 27 and the continuity of [[f]].
Corollary 29. For each i; xi is compatible with ei[xi] in [[f]](e1[x1]; : : : ; en[xn]):
3.5. Substitutions
The notion of composition is crucial when functions are studied but, usually, only the
results are, in some sense, composed. The notion of traces allows to compose also the
computations. The precise meaning of this is given in Theorem 34 which, as already
mentionned, is the key point of this section. It needs the notion of substitutions.
Denition 30. Let t be a trace, (si)= (ei; i) be a sequence of traces and (xi) be a
sequence of distinct letters. Assume that, for each i; xi is compatible with si in t. Then
t[xi := si | i=1; : : : ; n] is the trace obtained by simultaneously replacing each (xi)a by
i(a) in all the words (c) for c∈Acc(t).
Comment and examples. 1. Note that, to be able to make substitutions, clause (2) in
the de2nition of compatibility would be enough but, since in the Sections 4 and 5, I
will make substitutions only when the other clauses are also satis2ed I consider only
this restrictive situation.
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2. I may de2ne in the same way w[xi := si | i=1; : : : ; n] if w is a branch of a trace.
3. Let t=(e; ): Then t= e[x][x := t]:
Proposition 31. Let x be compatible with s in t.
1: Val(t[x := s])=Val(t).
2: b is an addressing branch for t i= b is an addressing branch for t[x := s]. Moreover
Br(t[x := s]; b)=Br(t; b)[x := s].
Proof. Immediate.
Proposition 32. Let (tk); (sk) be increasing sequence of traces. Let t=Sup tk and
s=Sup sk . Assume that; for each k; x is compatible with sk in tk . Then t[x :=s]
=Sup tk [x := sk ].
Proof. Remember that, by Proposition 27, x is compatible with s in t: Assume a∈
Acc(tk0 ): I must prove that t[x:=s](a)=Sup{tk [x:=sk ](a) | k¿k0}: It is clearly enough
to prove that, for k¿k0; if xb occurs in tk (a) and xb is not the 2nal token in tk (a);
then sk (b)= s(b): The cell b is 2lled in sk because otherwise, since x is compatible
with sk in tk ; xb would be the 2nal token in tk (a) and thus the result follows from
the de2nition of the ordering on traces.
Proposition 33. Let r; s; t be traces. Assume x is compatible with s in t. Then
1: If y is regular both in t and s; then y is regular in t[x := s].
2: If y is compatible with r both in t and s; then y is compatible with r in t[x := s].
Proof. (1) Let t′= t[x := s]: Let b be an addressing branch for t; u=Br(t; b) and
u′=Br(t′; b): Let a¡c and assume yc occurs in u′. When the least occurrence of yc
comes from u the result is clear. Otherwise, it comes from the substitution of some xa′
by (a′) where = lab(s). Since y is regular in s; ya occurs in (b′) for some b′6a′.
Since x is regular in u; xb′ occurs in u before xa′ and so ya occurs in u′ before yc.
(2) The regularity of y is proved in (1). Assume ya occurs in t′: Then it comes
either from t or from the substitution of some xc: Since y is compatible with r both
in s and t; a is accessible in s: Assume 2nally that a is un2lled in r. Thus, t= t ↓ya
and s= s ↓ya: By Proposition 32 and Lemma 20 it is enough to prove that t′= t′ ↓ya
for 2nite t: This is proved by induction on Val(t).
• t=(⊥; w): Then t′=(⊥; w[x := s]):
– Assume ya does not occur in w[x := s]: The result is clear.
– Assume the least occurrence of ya in w[x := s] comes from w: Since t= t ↓ya;
w=w ↓ya and the result follows.
– Assume the least occurrence of ya in w[x := s] comes from the substitution of
xb by s(b): Since y is compatible with r in s; b is un2lled in s: Since x is
compatible with s in t; w=w ↓ xb and again the result follows.
• t= 〈(c; w)t1; : : : ; tn〉. Then t′= 〈(c; w[x := s])t1[x := s]; : : : ; tn[x := s]〉.
Claim. ya does not occur in w[x := s]:
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Proof. Since t= t ↓ya; ya does not occur in w: Let b be an address and assume xb
occurs in w: Then ya does not occur in s(b): Otherwise, since y is compatible with
r in s; b would be un2lled in s: Since x is compatible with s in t; this contradicts the
fact that * is 2lled in t:
Thus t′ ↓ya= 〈(c; w[x := s])t1[x := s] ↓ya; : : : ; tn[x := s] ↓ya〉. The result follows then
from the induction hypothesis.
Theorem 34. Let f be a prc; t1; : : : ; tn be traces and; for each i; let ri be the named
element (with the fresh name xi) such that Val(ti)=Val(ri). Then xi is compatible
with ti in [[f]](r1; : : : ; rn) and [[f]](t1; : : : ; tn)= [[f]](r1; : : : ; rn)[xi := ti | i=1; : : : ; n]:
Proof. The compatibility comes from Corollary 29. The second point is proved by
induction on f. The only non-trivial case is when f is de2ned by recursion. When
Val(t1) is 2nite, this is done by an immediate induction on its size. Otherwise, this
follows by continuity (cf. Proposition 32).
3.6. Some other results
The results in this section are not used in Sections 4 and 5 and may be skipped. For
the same reason, I do not give a proof of Propositions 38, 40 and 41. These proofs
are very similar to the ones in the previous subsections.
Proposition 36 is the basic tool in [10] to study the intensional properties of algo-
rithms. Propositions 38 and 40 show that other properties of traces can be considered.
3.6.1. Intensionality
In the next de2nition and proposition I assume that the type of f and g are Nk →N
but they may use other auxiliary data types in their de2nition.
Denition 35. The prc f and g are (strongly) intensionally equivalent iK [[f]]
(Sn1 (⊥)[x1]; : : : ; Snk (⊥)[xk ])= [[g]](Sn1 (⊥)[x1]; : : : ; Snk (⊥)[xk ]) for every sequence
n1; : : : ; nk of integers and distinct letters x1; : : : ; xn.
Proposition 36. The prc f and g are (strongly) intensionally equivalent i= [[f]]
(S![x1]; : : : ; S![xk ])= [[g](S![x1]; : : : ; S![xk ]):
Proof. (If) This follows from the fact that S![x] ↓ xn= Sn(⊥)[x] and Proposition 21.
(Only if) This follows from the fact that S![x] =Sup Sn(⊥)[x] and the continuity of
[[f]] and [[g]].
3.6.2. Normal traces
The “useful” traces (i.e. the image by some prc of named elements) have additional
properties. Here are two examples:
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• Let t=(e; ): For a∈Acc(e) − dom(e), the word (a) is non-empty. This means
that, if the algorithm cannot 2nd the content of the node a in e, this is only because
of a lack of information on some input and thus (a) must contain some xb where
b is an un2lled cell in some argument.
• A computation may not be in2nite if, intuitively speaking, it does not examine “from
time to time” some cells.
The next de2nition formalizes these properties and Proposition 38 states the desired
result.
Denition 37. Let T∗ be the set of normal traces t=(e; ), i.e. such that for all
addresses a:
1. If a is un2lled in t, then (a) is non-empty.
2. If a is an in2nite addressing branch for t, then there are in2nitely many places along
a at which the word is non-empty, i.e. the set {n=(a ↑ n) is non-empty} is in2nite.
Comment and examples. Note that a trace may have in2nitely many cells a such that
(a)= ∅: For example, de2ne double by: double(0)= 0 and double(Sx)= SSdouble(x).
It is easy to check that [[double]](S![x])= (S; x0)(S; ∅)(S; x1)(S; ∅)(S; x2)(S; ∅) : : : .
Proposition 38. Let f be a prc and t1; : : : ; tn be in T∗. Then; [[f]](t1; : : : ; tn)∈T∗:
3.6.3. Index of sequentiality
Using the traces, there is no need to express the sequentiality in the usual way, since
the trace itself codes, in some sense, the sequentiality. This can however be done.
Denition 39. Let f be a prc and tj =(ej; j) be normal traces. Assume the address
a is un2lled in (e; )= [[f]](t1; : : : ; tn) and (a) is 2nite. A pair (i; b) is an index of
sequentiality of (e; ) at the address a if
1. b is un2lled in ti:
2. The 2nal token of (a) is the 2nal token of i(b):
3. For all sequences of normal traces t′j =(e
′
j; 
′
j) such that, for each j; t
′
j¿tj and
letting(e′; ′)= [[f]](t′1; : : : ; t
′
n):
(a) Assume ′i(b)¿i(b). Then 
′(a) ¿ (a):
(b) Assume ′i(b)= i(b). Then 
′(a)= (a):
Proposition 40. Let f be a prc and t1; : : : ; tn be in T∗. Assume a is unlled in
(e; )= [[f]](t1; : : : ; tn) and (a) is nite. Then; there is an index of sequentiality
for (e; ) at the address a.
3.6.4. A stronger notion of continuity
The next proposition shows that [[f]] is continuous in a stronger sense than pre-
serving the Sup: it also preserves the limit.
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Proposition 41. Let f be a prc and (t1n); : : : ; (t
k
n) be sequences of traces. Assume that
Lim(tin)= t
i for i=1; : : : ; k: Then Lim([[f]](t1n ; : : : ; t
k
n))= [[f]](t
1; : : : ; tk):
4. The ultimate obstination theorem
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 13 and its consequences in terms
of complexity (Theorems 48 and 49). Recall that the only data type to be used is N
and that, in this case, x1i is written for simplicity xi: Also recall that a trace t over N
has only one branch that I denote by Br(t).
In this Section I allow the use of mutual recursion in the de2nition of a prc. The
extension of the de2nitions and the properties given in Sections 2 and 3 are immediate.
The proof of Theorem 13 is by induction on f: The only non-trivial case is when
f is de2ned by recursion. The idea is the following: Let r= S![x] = 〈(S; x0)r1〉 and
t= [[f]](r; #˜)= x0 + [[h]](r1; t1; #˜) where t1 = [[f]](r1; #˜): Let s= x0 + [[h]](r1; e[y];
#˜) where e=Val(t1): By Theorem 34, t= s[y := t1]: Since r1 is the same as r where
x is lifted (i.e. xj is replaced by xj+1); t1 is the same as t where x is lifted. By the
induction hypothesis s is ultimately obstinate. The diNcult case is when the (unique)
unbounded letter in s is y: Since the other letters are used in t and t1 in the same way,
it is not diNcult to show that the only possibly unbounded letter is x: Proposition 45
makes this argument precise.
4.1. Some preliminary results
Propositions 43 and 44 show that the ultimate obstination is preserved by substitution.
Denition 42. Let t be a trace.
1. t 2nishes with the letter x if the 2nal token (if any) of Br(t) is some xk :
2. t〈x + k〉 is the trace obtained from t by replacing, in the labelling of t; xj by xj+k
for each j.
Comment and examples. Let t= S![x]; then t= 〈(S; x0)t〈x + 1〉〉: Note that, for all
traces, Val(t〈x + n〉)=Val(t):
Proposition 43. Let t and s be traces and x be a letter. Assume that:
1: x is compatible with s in t.
2: x is bounded in t and t does not nish with x.
3: t is ultimately obstinate.
Then t[x := s] also is ultimately obstinate.
Proof. Since x is bounded in t; the tokens introduced by the substitution come from
the 2nite set of words {s(c) | xc occurs in Br(t)}. But s(c) may be in2nite only if c
is un2lled in s: Since x is compatible with s and t does not 2nish with x; if xc occurs
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in Br(t); c may not be un2lled in s and thus s(c) is 2nite. Thus, the substitution
introduces only a 2nite set of new tokens.
Proposition 44. Let t; s be traces and x be a letter. Assume that:
1: x is compatible with s in t.
2: s and t are ultimately obstinate.
then t[x := s] also is ultimately obstinate.
Proof. By case analysis.
• Br(t) is 2nite and does not 2nish with x: By Proposition 43.
• t 2nishes with x and Br(t[x := s]) is in2nite: There is a 2nal segment of Br(s)
which is a 2nal segment of Br(t[x := s]) and the result follows from the fact that s
is ultimately obstinate.
• x is unbounded in t: The other letters are bounded in t. So, the unbounded letters in
t[x := s] come from s and thus there is at most one such letter since s is ultimately
obstinate.
• Otherwise: By Proposition 43.
Proposition 45. Let t; s be traces; x; y be letters and n be an integer. Assume that:
1: y does not occur in t.
2: y is compatible with t in s and t= s[y := t〈x + n〉].
3: the rst token in Br(s) is x0.
Dene the sequence (si) by: s0 = s; si+1 = si[y := s〈x + n(i + 1)〉]. Then
1: t=Lim(si).
2: Assume moreover that s is ultimately obstinate. Then t also is ultimately obstinate.
Proof. Since t= s[y := t〈x + n〉]; by Proposition 31, Val(t)=Val(s) and thus, by
Proposition 26, the compatibility of y with t and s are equivalent: Similarly, since
Val(t〈x + n〉)=Val(t) and Val(s〈x + n〉)=Val(s), the compatibility of y with t and
t〈x + n〉 (respectively, with s〈x + n〉) are equivalent.
Claim 1. For all i; Val(si)=Val(s)=Val(t): The letter y is compatible with s〈x +
n(i + 1)〉 and t in si. In particular; the sequence (si) is well dened.
Proof. By induction on i. Use Proposition 33.
Claim 2. For all i; t= si[y := t〈x + n(i + 1)〉].
Proof. By induction on i. The case i=0 is trivial. The case i + 1 is given below
(where p= n(i + 1)).
si+1[y := t〈x + p+ n〉] = si[y := s〈x + p〉][y := t〈x + p+ n〉]
= si[y := s〈x + p〉[y := t〈x + p+ n〉]] (∗)
= si[y := s〈x + p〉[y := t〈x + n〉〈x + p〉]]
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= si[y := s[y := t〈x + n〉]〈x + p〉]
= si[y := t〈x + p〉]
= t:
(∗) because the only occurrences of y in si[y := s〈x + p〉] are coming from s〈x + p〉:
Claim 3. The rst token of Br(s〈x + j〉) is xj:
Proof. Immediate.
Claim 4. For all i; k; if y does not occur in Br(si) ↑ k then Br(si) ↑ k =Br(t) ↑ k:
Proof. Immediate from Claim 2. Recall that w ↑ k is the pre2x of w of length p.
Proof of (1). By Claim 4, I have to prove that for each k; y does not occur in
Br(si) ↑ k for i large enough. This is done by an easy induction on k: since y is regular
in si (because y is compatible with si), the 2rst occurrence of y0 in si is substituted
(to get si+1) by an initial segment of s〈x + n(i + 1)〉, i.e. a word whose 2rst token is
xn(i+1).
Proof of (2). Assume every letter z = x; y is bounded in s: Let m be a bound for
z in s. It is easy to check, by induction on i, that z is also bounded by m in each si
and thus also in t. Thus, the only letter that may be unbounded in t is x.
Assume some letter z = x; y is unbounded in s: Since s is ultimately obstinate, y is
bounded in s and (since it follows from the assumption that s is in2nite) s does not
2nish with y: The result follows then from Proposition 43.
4.2. Proof of Theorem 13
By induction on f. The only non-trivial case is when f is de2ned by recursion. By
Theorem 34 and Proposition 44, I may assume that the arguments are named elements.
Let r be the recursive argument and #˜ be the sequence of parameters. For 2nite r,
the result is easily proved by induction on its size. Assume then that r= S![x] and let
ri = r〈x + i〉.
For a better understanding, I 2rst give the proof when mutual recursion is not allowed
and then, the general case.
(1) Assume the recursive equation for f is f(Sn; m˜)= h(n; f(n; m˜); m˜). Then t=
[[f]](r; #˜)= x0 + [[h]](r1; [[f]](r1; #˜), #˜). Let s=x0 + [[h]](r1; e[y]; #˜) where e=Val
([[f]](r1; #˜)) and y is a fresh letter. Then, by Theorem 34, t= s[y := [[f]](r1; #˜)].
Clearly [[f]](r1; #˜)= t〈x+1〉 and thus t= s[y := t〈x+1〉]. By the induction hypothesis
s is ultimately obstinate. The result follows then from Proposition 45.
(2) Assume f1; : : : ; fk are de2ned by mutual recursion and fj(Sn; m˜)= hj(n;
f1(n; m˜); : : : ; fk(n; m˜); m˜). Let vj; = ej[zj] where ej =Val([[fj]](r1; #˜)) and zj is a fresh
letter. Let $j = x0 + [[hj]](r1; v˜; #˜) and tj = [[fj]](r; #˜). By the induction hypothesis, the
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$j are ultimately obstinate. By Theorem 34, tj = $j[zi := [[fi]](r1; #˜) | i=1; : : : k]. By
Proposition 43, the only cases where it is not clear that tj is ultimately obstinate are
those where $j is in2nite and the only unbounded letter is one of the zi, or when it is
2nite and it 2nishes by some zi. In such a case say that fj recursively calls fi.
We have to prove that t1 is ultimately obstinate.
(2.1) Assume 2rst that f1 recursively calls f1. Let "1 = $1[zi := [[fi]](r1; #˜) | i = 1].
Claim 5. "1 is ultimately obstinate.
Proof. Since f1 recursively calls f1 either $1 is in2nite and then z2; : : : ; zk are bounded
in $1 or $1 is 2nite and does not 2nish with z2; : : : ; zk . In both cases the result follows
from Proposition 43.
Since t1 = "1[z1 := t1〈x + 1〉] the result follows from Proposition 45.
(2.2) Assume f1 recursively calls, say f2. Let "1 = $1[zi := [[fi]](r1; #˜) | i = 2]. By
the same argument as in Claim 5, "1 is ultimately obstinate. Since t1 = "1[z2 := t2〈x+1〉]
it is enough (by Theorem 34 and Proposition 44) to show that t2 is ultimately obstinate.
When f2 recursively calls f2, the same argument as in (2.1) gives the result. Otherwise,
by repeating the argument, we get a cycle, say of length n: f1 recursively calls f2; : : : ;
that recursively calls fn, that recursively calls f1. The following claim 2nishes the
proof of Theorem 13.
Claim 6. For each j=1; : : : ; n there is a trace sj using only the letters x; zj and the let-
ters in #˜ such that the hypotheses of Proposition 45 are satised with t= [[fj]](r; #˜);
s= sj and y= zj.
Proof. For the simplicity of notations, I assume that n=2.
Since $1 is ultimately obstinate and f1 recursively calls f2, z1 is bounded in $1
and $1 does not 2nish with z1. Similarly for $2. Let "1 = $1[z1 := t1〈x + 1〉] and
"2 = $2[z2 := t2〈x + 1〉]. Then, zi does not occur in "i and t1 = "1[z2 := t2〈x + 1〉],
t2 = "2[z1 := t1〈x + 1〉]. By Proposition 43, "1 and "2 are ultimately obstinate. Let
s1 = "1[z2 := "2〈x + 1〉] and s2 = "2[z1 := "1〈x + 1〉]. It is clear that: s1 and s2 are ul-
timately obstinate (by Proposition 44), the 2rst token of si is x0, zi does not occur
in ti, z1 does not occur in s2, z2 does not occur in s1, zi is compatible with ti in si
(by Proposition 33). Thus, it remains to show that t1 = s1[z1 := t1〈x+2〉] (the proof is
similar for t2).
s1[z1 := t1〈x + 2〉] = "1[z2 := "2〈x + 1〉][z1 := t1〈x + 2〉]
= "1[z2 := "2〈x + 1〉[z1 := t1〈x + 2〉]] (∗)
= "1[z2 := "2[z1 := t1〈x + 1〉]〈x + 1〉]
= "1[z2 := t2〈x + 1〉] because t2 = "2[z1 := t1〈x + 1〉]
= t1
(∗) because z1 does not occur in "1.
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4.3. Complexity results
Denition 46. Let f be a prc. The computation time of f is the function de2ned by:
time(n1; : : : ; nk)= lg(Br([[f]](Sn1 (0)[x1]; : : : ; Snk (0)[xk ]))) where x1; : : : ; xk are distinct
letters.
In [3] the computation time of f is de2ned as the number of reductions in call
by name strategy. It is not diNcult to check that the time de2ned here is smaller
than the one in [3]. This is due to the fact that I only count the reductions corre-
sponding to redexes where the symbols S and 0 “come from” the named arguments
and not those where these symbols are created by previous reductions. For example,
assume add is de2ned by: add(0; y)=y; add(Sx; y)= S add(x; y) and double is de-
2ned by: double(0)= 0; double(Sx)= SSdouble(x). Let f(x; y)= add(double(x); y).
It is easy to check that the time function for f; as de2ned in [3], is (approximately)
time(n; p)= 2n+ p whereas lg(Br([[f]](Sn(0)[x]; Sp(0)[y])))= n+ p.
However, to prove the complexity result for the inf function, [3] shows that the time
complexity is at least ... the time I de2ned here and thus, even though my result seems
to be stronger than Colson’s result, it is actually the same.
In order to prove Theorems 48 and 49, I 2rst need the following proposition. It
essentially says that if a cell is not used in the computation of f(e) and e and e′
coincide on the path up to this address then [[f]](e[x])= [[f]](e′[x]).
Proposition 47. Let f be a prc; r= e[x]; s= e′[x] and t˜ be a sequence of elements of
N with names distinct from x. Assume j is accessible both in e and e′. Then
1. [[f]](r; t˜) ↓ xj = [[f]](Sj(⊥)[x]; t˜).
2. Assume xj does not occur in [[f]](r; t˜). Then [[f]](r; t˜)= [[f]](s; t˜).
3. Assume xj does not occur in Br([[f]](r; t˜)) ↑p. Then Br([[f]](r; t˜)) ↑p=Br([[f]]
(s; t˜)) ↑p.
Proof. 1. This follows immediately from Proposition 21 and the fact that r ↓ xj = Sj
(⊥)[x].
2. [[f]](r; t˜ )= [[f]](r; t˜ ) ↓ xj = [[f]](Sj(⊥)[x]; t˜ )= [[f]](s ↓ xj; t˜ )= [[f]](s; t˜ ) ↓ xj =
[[f]](s; t˜ ).
3. Br ([[f]](r; t˜ )) ↑p= {Br ([[f]](r; t˜)) ↓ xj} ↑p= {Br ([[f]](s; t˜ )) ↓ xj} ↑p=Br([[f]]
(s; t˜ )) ↑p.
Theorem 48. There is no prc (even using mutual recursion) that computes the inf of
two integers in time a function of this inf. In particular; there is no prc computing
the inf function in time O(inf ).
Proof. Otherwise, assume f is a prc computing the inf function in time 4(inf ). Let
t= [[f]](S![x]; S![y]) and w be the branch of t. The letters x and y cannot both be
bounded in w: Otherwise, by Proposition 47, for m; n large enough [[f]](Sm(0)[x]; Sn(0)
[y])= t and thus, f(Sm(0); Sn(0))=Val(t). Hence f does not compute the inf function.
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Thus, by Theorem 13, there is exactly one unbounded letter, say x, in w. Let n be a
bound for the indexes of y in w. Then (by Proposition 47) [[f]](S![x]; Sn(0)[y])= t.
Let m= max{4(n), n}. Assume that the 2rst occurrence of xm+1 is the pth token of
w (since x is unbounded and regular in w, xm+1 does occur in w). By Proposition 47,
w ↑p−1=Br([[f]](Sm(0)[x]; Sn(0)[y])) ↑p−1. But the number of tokens in w ↑p−1
is at least m+ 1 because x is regular in t and thus x0; : : : ; xm occur in w ↑p− 1. Thus
the number of tokens in Br([[f]](Sm(0)[x]; Sn(0)[y])) is at least m + 1 and the time
to compute f(Sm(0); Sn(0)) is larger than m, a contradiction.
Theorem 48 corresponds to a computation where the rewriting strategy is called by
name. The result remains true for any strategy, as the next theorem states (this result
also is in [3]).
Theorem 49. Let f be a prc computing the function inf. Let 4 be any function.
Then; there are integers n and m such that the number of reductions made to get
the normal form of f(Sm(0); Sn(0)) (no matter which strategy is used) is larger than
4(inf (n; m)).
I only give a sketch of the proof. A complete proof would need a formalization
of the rewriting rules on terms, i.e. prc applied to arguments of the form Sn(0) or
Sn(⊥) and the fact that this rewriting satis2es the Church–Rosser property. The idea
of the proof is the following: The de2nition of [[f]] in Proposition 9 has been made
in correspondence with call by name strategy. It is possible to do the same thing for
any other strategy (call {f} the corresponding function) and to show that the pro-
perties (in particular the preservation of regularity) of {f} are the same as those of
[[f]]. By using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 48, the only addi-
tional point is the following: If xj occurs in [[f]](Sn(0)[x]; Sm(0)[y]) then xj also
occurs in {f}(Sn(0)[x]; Sm(0)[y]). This is proved as follows. Assume xj occurs in
[[f]](Sn(0)[x]; Sm(0)[y]). By Proposition 47 (since Sn(0)[x] ↓ xj = Sj(⊥)[x]), the 2nal
token in [[f]](Sj(⊥)[x]; Sm(0)[y]) is xj and thus the normal form of f(Sj(⊥); Sn(0))
is Sk(⊥) for some k. Assume xj does not occur in {f}(Sn(0)[x]; Sm(0)[y]). Then
{f}(Sn(0)[x]; Sm(0)[y])= {f}(Sj(⊥)[x]; Sm(0)[y]) and the normal form of f(Sj(⊥);
Sn(0)) should be Sp(0) for some p. This contradicts the Church–Rosser property.
5. The backtracking property
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 16.
5.1. The idea of the proof
The intuition is the following. It is basically, at least at the beginning, the same as the
proof of Theorem 13. Let r= S![x] and s= S![z]. I want to prove that "= [[f]](r; s)
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has the BTP. Let ri be the subtree of r at the address i; i.e. ri = 〈(S; xi) ri+1〉=(S; xi)
(S; xi+1) : : : .
"= "0[y1 := [[f]](r1; s)] where "0 = x0 + [[h]](r1; t1; s) and t1 is the named element
with fresh name y1 and value [[f]](r1; s). Repeat the same thing with [[f]](r1; s)= "1
[y2 := [[f]](r2; s)]; etc. We get "= "n−1[yn := [[f]](rn; s)] where "n−1 = "0
[y1 := "1[y2 := : : :] : : :]. By the induction hypothesis "n has the BTP and thus it re-
mains to analyze the behaviour of the BTP with respect to the fact that "= lim "n.
When the only data type was N , the situation was very simple for two reasons.
(1) In N , a tree has only one branch and thus there is exactly one recursive call
(in the example above [[f]](r1; s)). In the general case the number of recursive calls
is variable and depends on the node of the tree. (2) In N , the recursive calls are
similar: [[f]](r1; s)= [[f]](r; s)〈x+1〉. In the general case, there is, a priori, no relations
between successive recursive calls.
However, when all the data types are allowed, we can do basically the same things
and get "= "n[Y˜ := the recursive calls at depth n in r]. By the induction hypothesis
"n has the BTP. It remains then to analyze how the BTP is propagated or created in
"= lim "n. This is the role of next subsection. The main point is the following: If the
letter z is unbounded in " and bounded in each "n, then it must be backtracking in
": This is basically because the unboundedness comes from always new copies of s
and, since z is regular in ", if zk occurs and comes from a new copy of s then all the
zk′ for k ′6k also occur and are new.
5.2. Some preliminary results
In this section, I examine the behaviour of the backtracking with respect to sub-
stitution. Proposition 53 gives the main cases where backtracking is propagated by
substitution. Proposition 55 shows how a backtracking is created by a substitution and
Proposition 56 shows that the backtracking property is preserved by substitution.
We will have to use traces which are not regular. This problem, which already arises
in Section 3 (see the proof of Proposition 24), requires a more complete treatment and
a slight extension of regularity is needed.
Denition 50. Let t be a trace.
1. Let b be an address. A letter x is b-regular in a branch w of t if for all addresses
b6a6a′, if xa′ occurs in w, then xa also occurs in w and the 2rst occurrence of
xa is earlier than the 2rst occurrence of xa′ .
2. x is b-regular in t if it is b-regular in each branch of t.
3. t is quasi-regular if, for each letter x, each branch w of t and each function a from
N to N∗ there is an n such that x is a ↑ n-regular in w.
Comment and examples. 1. x is regular in t iK it is *-regular in t. Note that, if x is
b-regular in t and b′¿b, then x also is b′-regular in t.
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2. Let e be an element of a data type and a∈Acc(e). Let ea[x] be the subtree of
e[x] whose root is at the address a in e[x]. Then, if a = *, x is not regular in ea[x] but
it is a-regular.
3. We will have to do (see De2nition 59) simultaneous substitutions of a-regular
traces (for non-2xed a). This is the reason of the use of quasi-regularity.
4. If, for n¿n0; xa ↑ n does not occur in a branch w, then x is clearly a ↑ n0-regular
in w. Thus, being quasi-regular is a condition only for the functions a such that x is
a-unbounded in w.
Proposition 51. 1. If t1; : : : ; tn are b-regular; then [[f]](t1; : : : ; tn) is b-regular.
2. Assume x is compatible with s in t and y is b-regular both in s and t. Then y
is b-regular in t[x := s].
Proof. As in Section 3.
Proposition 52. Let w be a word.
1. If x is a-BT in a subword w′ of w (i.e. w′ is obtained from w by deleting some;
possibly innitely many; tokens); then x is a-BT in w.
2. w has the BTP i= there is a nal segment of w that has the BTP.
Proof. Immediate.
Proposition 53. Let r; t be traces such that x is compatible with r in t. Let w be
a branch in t; a be an addressing branch for r and c be a function from N to N∗.
Assume that:
1. Either x is a-unbounded in w and y is c-BT in Br(r; a).
2. Or x is a-BT in w and y is c-unbounded in Br(r; a).
Then y is c-BT in w[x := r].
Proof. 1. Since x is regular and a-unbounded in w, Br(r; a) is a subword of w[x := r]
and the result follows.
2. Since x is a-BT in w, for each n large enough, the word r(a ↑ n) occurs in2nitely
many times in w[x := r] and the result follows from the fact that y is c-unbounded in
Br(r; a).
Denition 54. Let w be a word and d be a 2nite or in2nite sequence of positive
integers. I say that w calls (x; d) if either x is d-unbounded in w or the last token of
w is some xd ↑ n.
Remark. Note that, if x is d-unbounded in w; then w is in2nite. Also note that, if w
calls (x; d) and w is in2nite, then x is d-unbounded in w. This will be used without
mention in the rest of the paper.
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Proposition 55. Let r; t be traces such that x is compatible with r in t. Let w be a
branch in t; c be a function from N to N∗ such that y is regular in w and c ↑m-regular
in r. Assume that:
1. y is c-bounded in w.
2. (y; c) is a BT-counterexample in w[x := r].
Then there is an addressing branch d for r such that w calls (x; d) and y is
c-unbounded in Br(r; d).
Proof. This is proved in the following way: I assume, toward a contradiction, that for
each addressing branch d for r such that w calls (x; d), y is c-bounded in Br(r; d)
and I show that y is c-BT in w[x := r]. Note that this result thus gives a condition to
create a backtracking with a substitution.
Let = lab(r). Denote by w(E), for a set E of addresses, the result of the substitution
in w of xb by (b) for each b∈E. Denote by Ea, for an address a, the set of addresses
b such that b6a or b¿a. Let w{a}=w(Ea). In particular, w{*}=w[x := r]. It is easy
to check that, for each address a; y is c ↑m-regular in w{a}.
Claim 1. There is an innite addressing branch d for r such that; for each n; y is
c-unbounded in w{d ↑ n} and xd ↑ n occurs in w.
Proof. d(n) is de2ned by recursion on n, preserving the desired conditions. Note that
y is c-unbounded in w{*} and x* occurs in w (otherwise, by the regularity of x in w,
w=w[x := r] and this contradicts the hypothesis). Assume b=d ↑ n is de2ned.
• b is 2lled in r: otherwise (because x is compatible with r) xb would occur only as
the 2nal token of w and thus w calls (x; b): By the hypothesis, y is c-bounded in
(b) and, since xb is the 2nal token of w; also in w{b}. A contradiction.
• b is not 2lled in r with a terminal constructor: otherwise, for each a6b; (a) is
2nite and again y would be c-bounded in w{b}.
Thus b is 2lled in r with a non-terminal constructor cf of arity p. Eb=
⋃
16i6p Eb+i
and y is c-unbounded in w{b}. Thus, for some 16i6p; xb+i occurs in w and y is
c-unbounded in w{b+ i}. d(n)= i satis2es the desired conditions.
Since w calls (x; d), let n0¿m be such that, if yc↑n occurs in w or in Br(r; d), then
n¡n0. The next claim 2nishes the proof.
Claim 2. For each n¿n0; yc↑n occurs innitely many times in w[x := r].
Proof. Let p be an integer and n¿n0. We must check that there is an occurrence of
yc↑n in w[x := r] after the pth token. Let n1 be such that each token in w[x := r] ↑p
comes either from w or from the substitution of some xa by (a) and lg(a)¡n1. Since
y is c-unbounded and c ↑ n-regular in w{d ↑ n1}, yc↑n occurs in w{d ↑ n1}. Since n¿n0,
an occurrence of yc↑n in w{d ↑ n1} does not come either from w or from d. Then, by
the de2ntion of w{d ↑ n1}; it must come from the substitution of some xa for a¿d ↑ n1.
Thus, by the de2nition of n1, this occurrence of yc↑n appears in w[x := r] after the pth
token.
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Proposition 56. Let r; t be traces such that x is compatible with r in t. Let w=Br(t; b)
be a branch in t. Assume that:
1. t is regular and r is quasi-regular.
2. r and w have the BTP.
Then w[x := r] has the BTP.
Proof. Let = lab(r). By case analysis.
1. w is 2nite and its last token is not some xa: w[x := r] also is 2nite and thus has
the BTP.
2. The last token of w is xa and w[x := r] is in2nite: Then, (a) is a 2nal segment of
w[x := r]. The cell a is un2lled in r (since otherwise (a) is 2nite and thus w[x := r]
is 2nite). Thus, a is an addressing branch for r. Since the branch Br(r; a) has the
BTP, by using Proposition 52(2) twice, (a) has the BTP and w[x := r] also has
the BTP.
3. w is in2nite: Assume (y; a) =(z; c) are BT-counterexamples for w[x := r]. By Propo-
sition 55, either y is a-unbounded in w or, for some addressing branch d in r, y is
a-unbounded in Br(r; d) and x is d-unbounded in w. Similarly for (z; c). There are
thus four cases to look at.
• y is a-unbounded in w and z is c-unbounded in w: This is impossible because,
since w has the BTP, y would be a-BT (or z would be c-BT) in w and thus, by
Proposition 52(1), in w[x := r].
• y is a-unbounded in w and, for some addressing branch d for r, z is c-unbounded
in Br(r; d) and x is d-unbounded in w: Since w has the BTP, either y is a-BT in
w and thus in w[x := r] (and this is a contradiction) or x is d-BT in w and thus,
by Proposition 53, z is c-BT in w[x := r] and this is again a contradiction.
• The symmetrical case for (y; a) and (z; c).
• For some addressing branches d and d′ for r, x is d and d′-unbounded in w, y
is a-unbounded in Br(r; d) and z is c-unbounded in Br(r; d′):
– Assume d=d′. Since Br(r; d) has the BTP, y is a-BT (or z is c-BT) in Br(r; d))
and thus, by Proposition 53, y would be a-BT (or z would be c-BT) in w[x := r].
A contradiction.
– Assume d =d′. Since w has the BTP, x is d-BT (or d′-BT) in w and thus, by
the Proposition 53, y is a-BT (or z is c-BT) in w[x := r]. A contradiction.
5.3. Proof of Theorem 16
By induction on f. The only non-trivial case is when f is de2ned by recursion.
Let r be the recursive argument and #˜ be the sequence of the other arguments. By
Theorem 34 and Proposition 56, I may assume that #˜ are named elements and r= e[x]:
Let "= [[f]](r; #˜) and denote by y∈ #˜ the fact that y is the name of some element
in #˜ i.e. some #i is ei[y]:
Denition 57. For a∈Acc(e); let ra be the trace obtained by restricting r to the subtree
at address a and sa= [[f]](ra; #˜):
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Example. Let r= S![x]; then rn=(S; xn)(S; xn+1) : : : .
Denition 58. The sets A and An of addresses, the families ($a)a∈A of traces, (ha)a∈A
of prc, (ta)a∈A∗ of named elements and (X a)a∈A∗ of letters are de2ned, by induction
on lg(a); in the following way:
1. *∈A:
2. For a∈A; assume the recursive equation concerning the constructor cf = e(a) is:
f(cf (z1; : : : ; zpa); y˜)= ha(f(z1; y˜); : : : ; f(zma ; y˜); z1; : : : ; zpa ; y˜). Note that ha; ma and
pa depend on the constructor e(a):
3. For a∈A:
• a+ j∈A iK 16j6ma:
• For j=1; : : : ; ma; let ta+j be the element with fresh name X a+j such that Val(ta+j)
=Val(sa+j).
• Let $a be the trace: xa + [[ha]](ta+1; : : : ; ta+ma ; ra+1; : : : ; ra+pa ; #˜):
4. Let An denote the set {a∈A=lg(a)= n}:
Comment and examples. 1. By Proposition 9, clause 2. implies that sa= xa + [[ha]]
(sa+1; : : : ; sa+ma ; ra+1; : : : ; ra+pa ; #˜):
2. In the previous de2nition A∗ represents A−{*}; i.e. t* and X * are not de2ned : : :
and not used. Note that in clause 2, ma may be 0 and that, in this case, no extension
of a is in A:
3. A represents the set of recursice calls in f(e). Note that, for a∈A; the arguments
numbered from 1 to ma in ha are recursive arguments of the constructor e(a) and
thus have the same type as e (the notion of recursive argument has been given in the
notations at the beginning of Section 2.1) but ma may be less than the number of
recursive arguments of e(a).
4. De2ne 8 (the data type of sequences of elements of {0; 1}) by: 8= {nil: 8;
s0 :8→8; s1 :8→8}. Let e be the in2nite sequence [0; 1; 0; 1; : : :]. If f satis2es:
f(s0(l))= S f(l) and f(s1(l))=f(l) (e.g. if f computes the number of 0 in a list);
then A= {n | n¿0} and, for a of even (respectively odd) length, ha is the successor
(respectively the identity) function.
5. De2ne D (the data type of binary trees whose leaves are labelled by integers)
by: D= {L of :N →D; T of :D×D→D}. Let e be the complete and in2nite bi-
nary tree, i.e. Acc(e) is the set of 2nite lists of elements of {1; 2} and for each a;
e(a)=T of :
• If f satis2es: f(T of (e1; e2))= add(f(e1); f(e2)) (e.g. if f computes the sum of
the leaves of the tree), then A=Acc(e) and for each a∈A; ha = add and ma=2:
• If f satis2es: f(T of (e1; e2))=f(e1) (e.g. if f computes the value of the leftmost
leaf in the tree), then A= {1n | n¿0} and, for each a∈A; ha is the identity function
and ma=1 (where as T of has two recursive arguments).
6. Note that if A is 2nite the fact that " has the BTP follows immediately from the
induction hypothesis (by a trivial induction on Card(A)). Also note that An is 2nite
for each n:
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7. If A is in2nite, A has, by KPonig’s lemma, an in2nite branch d and d is an
addressing branch for r: The reader might think that (x; d) is the only possible BT-
counterexample for ": Even if this intuition is mainly correct, the situation is much
more complicated : : : simply because d may be not used in "; i.e. x may be d-bounded
in a branch of ":
Denition 59. The sequence ("n) of traces is de2ned by: Let "0 = $*. "n+1 = "n[X a :=
$a | a∈An+1]:
Remark. The fact that the sequence ("n) is well de2ned follows easily from Proposi-
tion 33 and the Lemma 60 below.
Lemma 60. Let a∈An+1 and y∈ #˜: Then:
1. The letter y is regular in $a. The letter x is a-regular in $a: The traces $a and sa
are quasi-regular.
2. X a is compatible with $a and sa in "n:
Proof. Immediate.
Lemma 61. For each n; "n has the BTP and "= "n[X a := sa=a∈An+1].
Proof. By the induction hypothesis, $a has the BTP. The 2rst point is proved by
induction on n (use Proposition 56). The second is immediate (use Theorem 34).
Lemma 62. "=Lim("n).
Proof. Let b be an addressing branch in ": By Lemma 61, it is enough to show that,
for each p; Br("n; b) ↑p has, for n large enough, no occurrences of some X a: This is
done by an immediate induction on p; using the fact that the 2rst symbol of sa is xa.
This point has been more detailed in the proof of Proposition 45.
Lemma 63. Let ( be an addressing branch in ": Let w=Br("; () and wn=Br("n; ():
1. Assume a∈An+1 and a′¿a. Each occurrence of xa′ in w comes from wn[X a := sa].
2. Assume a =∈A, lg(a)= n + 1 and a′¿a: Each occurrence of xa′ in w comes
from wn.
Proof. By Lemma 61, w=wn[X c := sc | c∈An+1].
1. Assume xa′ comes from the substitution of X c by sc for c = a. Then a′¿c, and this
is a contradiction since a′¿a, c = a and lg(a)= lg(c).
2. Assume xa′ comes from the substitution of X c by sc for some c∈An+1. Then a′¿c,
and this is a contradiction since a′¿a, c = a and lg(a)= lg(c).
Lemma 64. Let ( be an addressing branch in " and c be a function from N to N∗.
Assume y∈ #˜ is c-bounded in each wn=Br("n; () and c-unbounded in w=Br("; ().
Then y is c-BT in w.
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Proof. Let k be an integer. I show that yc↑k occurs in2nitely many times in w. Let p
be an integer. Since, by Lemma 62, w= lim wn let n be such that w ↑p=wn ↑p: Let
k0¿k be such that if yc↑k′ occurs in wn, then k ′¡k0. Since y is c-unbounded in w,
there is a k ′¿k0 such that yc↑k′ occurs in w. Let m be the least such that yc↑k′ occurs
in wm. Since wm=wm−1[X a := $a=a∈Am], yc↑k′ comes from the substitution of some
(X a)d by $a(d): By the de2nition of k0, m¿n. By the regularity of X
a in wm−1 and the
regularity of y in $a, yc↑k also has an occurrence in wm (and thus in w) coming from
the substitution in wm−1 of some (X a)d. This occurrence of yc↑k cannot be in w ↑p.
This ends the proof of the theorem. Let ( be an addressing branch for ". Let w=Br
("; () and, for each n; wn=Br("n; (): Assume w has not the BTP and (y; c) =(z; b)
be BT-counterexamples for w. I show, by examining the diKerent cases, that this is
impossible.
1. y; z ∈ #˜: By Lemma 64, for some n; y must be c-unbounded and z be b-unbounded
in wn. Since wn has the BTP, y is, for example, c-BT in wn and thus in w. A
contradiction.
2. z= x and y∈ #˜: By Lemma 64, y is c-unbounded in some wn. Since wn has the
BTP, x must be b-bounded in wn. Let )= b ↑ (n+ 1):
• ) =∈A: By Lemma 64, for p¿n + 1, if xb↑p occurs in w; it comes from wn. A
contradiction.
• )∈A: By Lemma 63, for p¿n+1, if xb↑p occurs in w; it comes from wn[X ) := s)]
and thus, x is b-unbounded in s).
– {a=(X ))a occurs in wn} is 2nite: The word wn is in2nite (because y is
c-unbounded in it) and thus (because X ) is compatible with s)) each )(a)
substituting (X ))a is 2nite. Since x is b-bounded in wn and only 2nitely many
distinct 2nite words are substituted, x is b-bounded in wn[X ) := s)]. A contra-
diction.
– {a=(X ))a occurs in wn} is in2nite: Since X ) is regular in wn, this set is a
2nitely branching tree. Thus, by KPonig’s lemma, it has an in2nite branch d.
Since wn has the BTP, since (y; c) is a BT-counterexample in wn and X ) is
d-unbounded in wn, X ) is d-BT in wn and, by Proposition 53,
x is b-BT in wn[X ) := s)] and thus in w. A contradiction.
3. y= z= x: Let n0 be the least such that b(n0) = c(n0):
• For some m, b ↑m =∈A and c ↑m =∈A: By Lemma 63, for each p¿m, an occur-
rence of xb↑p (respectively, xc↑p) in w; comes from wm. Thus, x is both b and
c-unbounded in wm. This is a contradiction since wm has the BTP.
• For each n, b↑n∈A and c↑n∈A: Let v=wn0 , n1 = n0+1, b′= b↑n1 and c′= c ↑ n1.
Note that x cannot be both b and c-unbounded in v: Otherwise, since v has the
BTP, x would be either b or c-BT in v and thus in w. A contradiction. Thus x is,
say, b-bounded in v.
By Lemma 63, for p¿n1, each occurrence of xb↑p (respectively, xc↑p) in w comes
from v[X b
′
:= sb′ ] (respectively, in v[X c
′
:= sc′ ]. Thus (x; b) (respectively, (x; c))
is a BT-counterexample in v[X b
′
:= sb′ ] (respectively, in v[X c
′
:= sc′ ].
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– x is c-unbounded in v: Then v is in2nite and, since x is not c-BT in w; it is
not c-BT in v: By Proposition 55, there is an addressing branch d for sb′ such
that X b
′
is d-unbounded in v and x is b-unbounded in Br(sb′ ; d). Since v has
the BTP and x is not c-BT in v, X b
′
is d-BT in v and thus, by Proposition 53,
x is b-BT in v[X b
′
:= sb′ ] and thus in w. A contradiction.
– x is c-bounded in v: By Proposition 55, there is an addressing branch d for
sb′ (respectively, d′ for sc′) such that v calls (X b
′
; d) (respectively, v calls
(X c
′
; d′)). Since a word cannot 2nish by two distinct tokens and, if it is 2nite,
a letter cannot be unbounded, the only possible case is: X b
′
is d-unbounded
in v, x is b-unbounded in Br(sb′ ; d); X c
′
is d′-unbounded in v, x is c-unbounded
in Br(sc′ ; d′): This is impossible: Since (X b
′
; d) =(X c′ ; d′) and v has the BTP,
X b
′
for example would be d-BT in v and thus, by Proposition 53, x would be
b-BT in v[X b
′
:= sb′ ] and thus in w: A contradiction.
• For each n, c ↑ n∈A and for some n1¿n0, b ↑ n1 =∈A: Let v=wn1 ; n2 = n1 +1 and
c′= c ↑ n2. By Lemma 63, for each p¿n2, each occurrence of xb↑p in w, comes
from v, and thus x is b-unbounded in v.
– x is c-unbounded in v: Since v has the BTP x would be b or c-BT in v and
thus in w: A contradiction.
– x is c-bounded in v: Since x is c-unbounded in v[X c
′
:= sc′ ], by Proposition 55,
there is an addressing branch d for sc′ such that X c
′
is d-unbounded in v and x
is c-unbounded in Br(sc′ ; d). Since v has the BTP and x is not b-BT in v, X c
′
is d-BT in v and thus, by Proposition 53, x is c-BT in v[X c
′
:= sc′ ] and thus
in w. A contradiction.
6. Conclusion
The trace is a mathematical representation of the intuitive notion of “the way an
algorithm uses its arguments”. The intuitive meaning of the main results of this paper
is the following:
– The ultimate obstination: A primitive recursive algorithm (even using mutual re-
cursion) cannot use alternatively its arguments.
– The backtracking property: A primitive recursive algorithm (even using any kind
of 2rst order data types) cannot alternate without backtracking.
The 2rst property has a consequence in terms of complexity and, though I have
no such consequences for the second, the notion of trace and the backtracking prop-
erty are useful tools to study the behaviour of primitive recursive algorithms (see the
forthcoming papers [7, 10]) because the trace contains a very rich information on the
computation. However (at least until now) this information is somehow under-used:
In the ultimate obstination we essentially only look at the least occurrence of a to-
ken. In the backtracking property we consider a bit more: how many times a token
appears.
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(1) Are there other intensional properties of algorithms that can be captured by the
notion of trace, i.e. are there other intensional properties for which we can prove
the analog of Theorems 16 and 13?
(2) Valarcher conjectures that there is no prc computing the inf function both in the
good time (i.e. O(inf )) and in the good way (i.e. f(Sn(⊥); Sm(⊥)= S inf (n;m)(⊥)):
A much 2ner analysis (i.e. de2ning a stronger notion of trace with more informa-
tion) will probably be necessary.
I give below some questions (in terms of complexity) that could be solved by using
this kind of technique.
(3) The term given in [8] computes the inf in time O(inf ) but it is not really a good
algorithm because it does not use its arguments in real time. A de2nition of real
time could be the following. A prc f computes a function (e.g. from N 2 to N )
in real time if there is a constant c such that: for each integer i, the length of
the subword of Br([[f]](S![x]; S![y])) between the ith and the (i + 1)th least
occurrence of xi and xi+1 is less than c and similarly for y. It is easy to see that
the term given in [8] has not a real time computation. I conjecture that there is
no prc computing the inf function in real time.
(4) Let f be a prc and t1; : : : ; tn be named elements. The ultimate obstination theorem
says that, if the only data type to be used is N and [[f]](t1; : : : ; tn) is in2nite,
there is a leading argument: the (unique) unbounded one. The experience seems
to show that, even if f uses other data types there is such a leading argument, i.e.
an argument that can be somehow distinguished. Is it possible to de2ne a property
of [[f]](t1; : : : ; tn) distinguishing a unique argument? This property is certainly not:
being unbounded and not backtracking. Theorem 16 says that such an element, if
it exists, is necessarily unique but it is easy to 2nd examples where there is no
such element.
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